INTRODUCTION T
he origin of eukaryotes remains one of biology's most formidable puzzles, an issue of the broadest evolutionary interest. A recent report of a new metagenomic lineage of archaea, first described by Christa Schleper and colleagues as the deep-sea archaeal group (1, 2) , later renamed Lokiarchaea based on a metagenome assembled from marine sediment (3) and now included within the "Asgard" superphylum (4), sparked much interest in eukaryote origin. In the foreground of discussions about Lokiarchaea and relatives is the idea that the host that acquired the mitochondrion might have been a "phagocytosing archaeon" (5) and that the host was a complex archaeon that had some kind of "primitive phagocytic capability" (6, 7) or "rudimentary phagocytic capability" (3, 8, 9) . Implications of alleged (primitive) phagocytic abilities for the new archaeal group have been discussed in several papers (3, 4, (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . The 2-fold message conveyed by those papers is that the host for the origin of mitochondria had a phagocytic lifestyle and that phagocytosis was required for it to acquire the organelle. In that view, the search for the host is a search for a phagotrophic archaeon or a primitively amitochondriate eukaryote.
Recent discussions surrounding a phagocytic origin of mitochondria, a scenario that can be called "mitochondria late" (Fig. 1A) , resurrect the idea of archezoa, a hypothetical lineage of prokaryotes that supposedly evolved into nucleated eukaryotes and became phagocytic via point mutation and that served as the host for the origin of mitochondria (16) . The idea of archezoa was attractive in its day, and it was rigorously tested during the 1990s and the 2000s. However, all of the predictions of the archezoa hypothesis failed, whether concerning phylogeny (17, 18) , the anaerobic capabilities of mitochondria (19) (20) (21) , or the identification of mitochondrion-derived organelles in what were thought to be "amitochondriate" eukaryote lineages (22) (23) (24) . The archezoa hypothesis was found to lack molecular support in every investigation that ever set out to test it. Archezoa are, however, now alive and well again albeit living under the new name of (primitively) phagocytosing archaea. Although classical formulations of the endosymbiotic theory, starting with that of Margulis (25) , assume that mitochondria were acquired by a host cell that was able to ingest food bacteria with the help of phagocytosis, the premise that the host was phagocytic has never received any experimental backing. Few key concepts in microbial evolution have enjoyed greater inertia in the face of less support in data than the idea of a phagocytic origin of mitochondria. At the same time, there are a number of theories out there for the origin of mitochondria that do not involve phagocytosis first (26) ; among those most widely discussed at present are models based on anaerobic syntrophy that account for the common ancestry of mitochondria and hydrogenosomes (Fig. 1B) .
With new archaeal lineages being discovered, now is a good time to reinspect the phagocytosing-host theory. In the first three sections, we consider (i) where, historically, the idea of a phagotrophic host comes from in the first place; (ii) the physiological and energy metabolic implications of a phagocytosing archaeon; and (iii) which proteins are involved in phagocytosis and whether any metagenomic data suggest the possibility of phagocytic capabilities in the archaeal lineages now being discussed as relatives of the host. The new host-related archaeal lineages are being identified in anaerobic sediment environments where the energy supply is generally low (27, 28) , where H 2 -based syntrophic interactions are commonplace (29) (30) (31) (32) , and where direct interspecies electron transfer (33, 34) in archaeonbacterium ecological interactions is being discussed (35, 36) . In the final section, we present examples of observable archaeon-bacterium interactions that offer physiologically founded alternative models of phagocytosis for archaeon-bacterium (host-symbiont) associations at eukaryote origin. mitochondria had a more problematic start, as mitochondria were not part of Mereschkowsky's theory at all, with Portier in 1918 (40) and Wallin in 1927 (41) getting the idea into print but in rather general terms and with a number of erroneous inferences along the way, especially concerning the ability of mitochondria to be cultivated outside the cell. Altmann (42) is sometimes credited with suggesting an endosymbiotic origin of mitochondria in his 1890 contribution, but that is a misattribution, as Altmann made no such suggestion (26) .
The basic concept that chloroplasts (38) and mitochondria (40) were once endosymbionts long preceded the general recognition among biologists that there is a fundamental divide in the living world between prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells (43) . This is important because without endosymbionts, there is no need to entertain ideas about the possible nature of the host that acquired those endosymbionts in the first place. The concept of the host was born entirely from the very robust idea that chloroplasts and mitochondria were once free-living bacteria, for if one does not think that chloroplasts and mitochondria arose from endosymbionts, there is no need to even entertain the concept of a host. Wilson (44) , Lederberg (45) , and Buchner (46) were sure that endosymbiotic theory was wrong; hence, they never devoted a word to the concept of a host. Even well into the 1970s, it was popular to think that chloroplasts and mitochondria did not stem from endosymbionts at all (47) (48) (49) . Without endosymbionts, there is no need for a host. This general development in endosymbiotic theory has been amply reviewed (26, 50, 51 ). Mereschkowsky's (38, 39) Amoeboplasma probably corresponds to the first concept of a host (albeit not for the origin of mitochondria) (26) , which, in his original proposal, arose as the hot water on early Earth had cooled down and as "organic substrates had become available; here a very different, amoeboid kind of plasm arose (probably in the form of small Monera) that is homologous to the cytoplasm [als das Wasser schon abgekühlt war und bereits organische Nahrung vorhanden war; da entstand ein ganz verschiedenes, amoebenartiges Plasma (wohl in Form von kleinsten Moneren), das dem Cytoplasma homolog ist]. The latter was invaded by small micrococci which lived as symbionts and ultimately gave rise to the nucleus (the chromosomes?)" (38, 39) . Thus, Mereschkowsky spoke of invasion and not of phagocytosis.
Hans Ris was one of the few who dared to mention endosymbiotic theory in the classroom or in print during the early 1960s (52) . Lynn Margulis sat next to Jonathan Gressel (personal communication) in Hans Ris's genetics class at the University of Wisconsin, where she learned about endosymbiotic theory. To her great credit, when she reported her version of symbiotic theory as Lynn Sagan (25) , it was (probably) the first formulation to have mitochondria and plastids arising from different endosymbioses (Mereschkowsky rejected the notion that mitochondria were endosymbionts, while Wallin thought that plastids were transformed mitochondria of plants). Lynn Sagan's 1967 version of symbiotic theory always had a spirochete origin of flagella and, though seldom stated, 20 independent origins of plastids. Margulis's first host (25, 53) was initially described as an anaerobe that "ingested" the mitochondrion and then acquired the spirochete as a flagellum. Her later versions (54) (55) (56) had the flagellum first and the mitochondrion next; that is, the host was a merger of a spirochete and another prokaryote giving rise to a flagellated cell that acquired the mitochondrion. Before the discovery of archaea by Woese and Fox (57), Margulis's host (i.e., cytoplasm) prokaryote was proposed to be Mycoplasma-like (53) ; later, she proposed that it was Thermoplasma-like (55) .
De Duve (58) and Stanier (59) can possibly be credited with first suggesting that the host for the origin of mitochondria was a bona fide phagotroph (although Sagan did say "ingesting" in 1967). Ideas about the host were spawned at a time when evolutionary biologists were still not at all comfortable with the idea of endosymbiosis. De Duve (58) had peroxisomes arising before mitochondria; he wrote, "What I am proposing, therefore, is that the peroxisome developed progressively to become the main respiratory organelle of a primitive phagocytic organism of relatively large size, which later became the host of the symbiotic ancestors of mitochondria and eventually evolved to form eukaryotic cells." Stanier (59) saw it similarly, writing, "I should now like to suggest (. . .) that the progressive structural evolution of the eukaryotic cell received its initial impetus from the acquisition of a novel cellular property, the capacity to perform endocytosis." Modern data have it that peroxisomes arose in evolution subsequent to mitochondria (60) (61) (62) and that their biogenesis in modern cells requires blebbing of the outer mitochondrial membrane to give rise to the compartment (63), contrary to the views of De Duve (58) on the issue. In his paper, Stanier (59) went on to explain the reasons why plastids arose before mitochondria in evolution. Soon thereafter, Cavalier-Smith modified the phagocytosis idea to suggest that phagocytosis was indeed the key innovation for eukaryote origin but that plastids and mitochondria did not arise from endosymbionts (they arose from invaginations of the phagocytic plasma membrane) (49) ; he later modified the theory again such that phagocytosis was still the key innovation of eukaryote origin but that mitochondria and plastids arose from endosymbionts after all (64) . People became accustomed to seeing drawings in evolutionary literature that depicted the host for the origin of mitochondria as a nucleated mitochondrion-lacking cell (65) and mitochondrial origin as a process of phagocytic engulfment by a nucleated, mitochondrion-lacking cell (66, 67) .
The Origin of the Archezoan Concept
With the advent of the first sequencing technologies, data from organelle genomes started coming in to test the predictions of endosymbiotic theory (68, 69) . Those data left no room for doubt: plastids and mitochondria turned out to be endosymbionts indeed, but where did that host come from? At a time when biologists were still not fully prepared to incorporate the endosymbiotic origin of organelles into the larger picture of cell evolution, ideas about the host arose not to explain the prokaryote-toeukaryote transition but to satisfy the demands of endosymbiotic theory. The notional contours of the host thus took shape in a conceptual vacuum; as such, they had to be pieced together to accommodate the unexpected truth that mitochondria were of endosymbiotic origin after all. Three things came to bear on this issue.
First, there came the realization that some anaerobic eukaryotes, such as Giardia and Trichomonas, indeed lack typical mitochondria, although it was known that at least trichomonads possessed hydrogenosomes (70), whose evolutionary significance had not been recognized at that time. Second, people started making phylogenetic trees for eukaryotes, and those seemingly amitochondriate protists branched deep in the rRNA tree (71) . This gave rise to the concept of archezoa: early-branching nucleated (eukaryotic) cells capable of phagocytosis that could take up a mitochondrial endosymbiont (16) . If the mitochondrion indeed comes from a bacterial endosymbiont, which comparative physiology was indicating (72) , then there had better be a host out there to acquire it. Third and most importantly, of course, was the discovery of archaebacteria (archaea) and the recognition that their ribosomes (73) and RNA polymerase (74) were like those of eukaryotes, which made them the natural ancestors of archezoa. A nucleated, phagocytosing, mitochondrion-lacking host (archezoan) looked like a natural fit for the endosymbiont hypothesis, on paper anyway (75) (76) (77) .
However, when people looked closer at the cells that were thought to be archezoa, they all had mitochondria after all, but they were reduced mitochondria. Hydrogenosomes, H 2 -producing organelles of fermentative ATP synthesis among eukaryotic anaerobes (78), had long been known among protists called archezoa, but it was not until the late 1990s that hydrogenosomes were identified as mitochondria (79) (80) (81) (82) (83) . Mitosomes (reduced forms of mitochondria that do not generate ATP) started turning up among the remaining archezoa (22, (84) (85) (86) , and when phylogeneticists started scrutinizing the lineage phylogenies, it turned out that those lineages once labeled as archezoa were not early branching either (17, 18) . Thus, archezoa could hardly be direct descendants of the host.
Ideas designed to derive a phagocytic host were not based on data or observations in nature but rather from expectations generated from endosymbiotic theory, which suddenly needed such a cell for the sole purpose of acquiring mitochondria. Zillig et al.'s premitochondrial endosymbiont (87) was one idea, Doolittle's idea of a phagocytosing cell vaguely related to archaea that acquired genes by eating bacteria (67) was another, and Gray's premitochondrial hypothesis (88) that had something like a mitochondrion in a cell that lacked a mitochondrion was another. As archezoa fell out of grace, so did discussion of early-branching eukaryotes. Giardia, Entamoeba, and Trichomonas assumed positions alongside mitochondriate sister clades within the commonly accepted eukaryotic supergroups (89) and were no longer part of discussions about the host. The rise and fall of archezoa prompted exploration of alternative symbiotic models for eukaryote origin using a prokaryotic host that did not phagocytose (18, (90) (91) (92) (93) , models in which mitochondria appear early (Fig. 1B) and trigger eukaryogenesis.
Supporters of the idea that phagotrophy came before mitochondria might cite the recent report of a highly reduced eukaryote, Monocercomonoides sp., which apparently lacks mitochondria altogether (94) , as evidence in support of their case. However, this amoeba branches within a eukaryotic group that possesses mitochondria, such that the lack of mitochondria in Monocercomonoides is a secondarily derived trait. Clearly, the ancestral eukaryote was a very complex organism with the full set of traits that distinguish eukaryotes from prokaryotes: mitochondria, an endomembrane system, a nucleus, meiosis, mitosis, a cell cycle, and the like. Reductive evolution is very common in both prokaryotes (95) and eukaryotes (96) . Phagocytosis-first theories predicted that eukaryotes lacking mitochondria should be primitively amitochondriate (Fig. 1A) , evidence of which was never more lacking than now. In contrast, the hydrogen hypothesis (Fig. 1B) , a mitochondrion-first theory, explicitly predicted that any eukaryotes lacking mitochondria should be the result of secondary mitochondrion loss (90) , in agreement with current observations. Genomic investigations of eukaryote origin have uncovered that nuclear genomes of eukaryotes harbor far more genes of bacterial origin than genes of archaeal origin (97) (98) (99) (100) (101) (102) . Roughly 75% of the genes in eukaryote genomes that have prokaryotic homologues can be traced to a bacterial rather than an archaeal origin (97) (98) (99) (100) (101) (102) . This is one of the strongest lines of evidence indicating a symbiogenic origin of eukaryotes (103) (104) (105) . After all, if eukaryotes were of "archaeal origin," as their ribosomes suggest (3, 4, 106, 107) , then the phylogenetic signals in eukaryote genomes would reflect an archaeal origin of eukaryotic genes in general. However, the converse is observed. This is especially true in the plant lineage, where a major influx of genes entered the eukaryotic lineage from cyanobacteria via the origin of plastids (108, 109) . Traditional molecular systematic and taxonomic approaches to microbial evolution strive to place eukaryotes on "a branch" (that is, one branch) in the overall scheme of things, with a focus on "which branch" (110, 111) . At the quantitative level, however, eukaryote genes that are not eukaryote-specific inventions are mainly bacterial in origin. The acquisition of these genes can be traced to the origin of plastids in the plant lineage and to the origin of mitochondria in the eukaryote common ancestor, and both the distribution and the phylogeny of genes in eukaryote genomes are primarily the result of a gain at endosymbiotic events followed by differential loss (102) .
With improved sampling, archaeal genomes have turned out to encode homologues of a few proteins once thought to be eukaryote specific. These proteins included archaeal cell division proteins that show sequence similarity to proteins of the eukaryotic ESCRT (endosomal sorting complex required for transport) complex, certain ribosomal proteins, the ubiquitin system, longin-like domains, ribophorin1, and, more recently, Sec23/24 (3, 4, (112) (113) (114) (115) (116) (117) (118) (119) . Such findings rekindled the idea of a hypothetical archaeon either having primitive phagocytic capabilities or being on its way to becoming phagocytic (6, 114, 115) . Stronger formulations entailed the idea of a bona fide phagocytosing archaeon (5) . The notion of archezoa (phagocytosing hosts that lacked mitochondria) (Fig. 1B) was brought back to life, but they were no longer called archezoa; they were called primitive phagocytosing archaea.
PUTTING THE HYPOTHETICAL PHAGOCYTIC HOST TO A PHYSIOLOGICAL TEST
Current genome-wide analyses have it that the mitochondrion stems from the alphaproteobacteria (102), although metagenomic data for a mitochondrial origin are only beginning to be tapped (120, 121) . The host lineage has been more difficult to identify. Newer phylogenetic data trace the origin of the host lineage to within the archaea (3, 4, 106, 107, 111) , but nobody knows how these new archaeal lineages grow. They all have traces of a methanogenic ancestry. They might be H 2 dependent (122), they might even be acetogenic (123, 124) , they might be anaerobic methane oxidizers (125), or they might have an anaerobic alkane-oxidizing ability (126) . They are definitely anaerobes, and so far, no clear hints that they might have bacterial-type respiratory chains, like haloarchaea do, have come forth (127) . One aspect is very striking, however, in the context of the Lokiarchaea and the Asgard data: if these lineages really are close relatives of the host, whatever energy metabolism the host had, it was replaced during mitochondrial endosymbiosis, as some models predict (90) , because there are neither hints of archaeal energy metabolism in eukaryotes (19) nor hints of eukaryotic energy metabolism in either the Lokiarchaea (3) or Asgard (4) lineages detectable so far. The replacement of preexisting energy metabolic enzymes or abilities is a common principle in endosymbiotic associations that give rise to organelles: functionally redundant pathways sort themselves out through the differential loss of unneeded genes (128) .
Eukaryotes are far better characterized with respect to physiology and energy metabolism than are the new archaeal lineages. Many lineages of eukaryotes are indeed phagotrophic. There can thus be little question that an archaeon, provided that it had already undergone the endosymbiosis with the bacterium that became the mitochondrion, can evolve eukaryotic traits such as phagocytosis, but how likely is it that an archaeon could become phagocytic before acquiring a mitochondrion? A look from the physiological standpoint is instructive.
Phagotrophy is a feeding habit. It entails the oxidation of ingested food particles for the purpose of energy metabolism (ATP synthesis). In literature on the phagotrophic origin of eukaryotes (129) or (primitively) phagotrophic hosts for the origin of mitochondria (3, (5) (6) (7) 77) , the emphasis until now has always been on the "ingested food particles" part of phagotrophy. Here we emphasize the "oxidation" part. Oxidation is the removal of electrons from a chemical compound; the deposition of these electrons on an acceptor is reduction. Reactions that redistribute electrons among molecules or atoms are called redox reactions. With very rare exceptions (130) , the source of electrons for energy metabolism in eukaryotes that lack plastids is organic matter (organotrophy); the source of carbon is always organic matter (organoheterotrophy). In order for an organism to survive from the oxidation of organic substrates in ingested food particles, it has to harness energy from that oxidation. There are only two ways to harness energy as ATP by oxidizing organic substrates: respiration and fermentation (131) .
In respiration, ATP is synthesized via electron transfer phosphorylation (ETP), which entails the transfer of the electrons from the substrate to a suitable electron acceptor. The electron acceptor in ETP can be a compound that is available in the environment, such as oxygen, sulfate, Fe 3ϩ , or the like, or it can be a compound that is produced during metabolism, such as fumarate or protons. In ETP, electron transfer is coupled to the formation of ion gradients across the plasma membrane (prokaryotes) or across the mitochondrial inner membrane (eukaryotes) via the pumping of ions across the membrane from inside to out and the harnessing of these gradients via a rotor-stator-type ATPase, which transfers phosphate to ADP, yielding ATP (Fig. 2) . The ion gradient is used for not only ATP synthesis but also protein translocation at the plasma membrane (prokaryotes) and into the mitochondrial matrix (eukaryotes) (Fig. 2) . The principle of generating ion gradients via redox chemistry and harnessing of energy stored in the ion gradient via a coupling factor is called chemiosmotic coupling (131) (132) (133) .
The second way to conserve energy from the oxidation of organic compounds is fermentation. In fermentations, the electrons from the oxidation of the organic food source are transferred to compounds generated from the food source itself, chemically a disproportionation. In yeast-type glucose fermentation, for example, the end products are CO 2 (more oxidized than glucose) and ethanol (more reduced than glucose), with the overall energetics of the reaction being exergonic (131, 134) so that it can support ATP synthesis and life. In fermentative metabolism of human muscles, lactate is produced, which has forms of carbon in the same molecule that are more reduced (methyl group) and more oxidized (carboxyl group) than the carbon in glucose. Neither yeast-type ethanol fermentation nor human muscle lactate fermentation involves chemiosmotic coupling. Fermentations involve energy conservation via substrate-level phosphorylation (SLP), the direct phosphorylation of ADP by a small "energy-rich" organic compound like phosphoenolpyruvate, 1,3-bisphosphoglycerate, creatine phosphate, or the like (135) . In prokaryotes, fermentations typically entail chemiosmotic coupling (136, 137) . They can do so in eukaryotes as well, for example, in the case of fumarate reduction during malate dismutation in anaerobic mitochondria of liver fluke and other invertebrates (19) .
In archaea (to which the Lokiarchaeota, as a proxy for the host lineage, belong by the current measure of ribosome phylogeny), fermentation substrates are typically peptides, but carbohydrates can also be fermented by many species (138) . Archaeal amino acid fermentations involve chemiosmotic coupling (139) ; the amino acid is typically converted to ammonia and the corresponding 2-oxoacid, which is then converted into the corresponding thioester by ferredoxin-dependent 2-oxoacid oxidoreductases (140) (141) (142) . Energy in the thioester bond is conserved as ATP via SLP by members of the ACD family (acetyl coenzyme A [acetyl-CoA] synthetases [ADP forming]), enzymes typical of archaeal fermenters (143) (144) (145) (146) (147) (148) (149) that generate the resulting organic acid, shortened by one carbon. For example, in alanine fermentation, alanine is first converted to ammonia and pyruvate, with the latter generating acetyl-CoA, and is then converted to acetate and ATP (from ADP and P i ). The electrons in reduced ferredoxin generated during amino acid oxidation are transferred either to protons to generate H 2 as the reduced (A) The vacuolar ATPase of eukaryotes is of archaeal origin, which suggests that the archaeal host synthesized ATP at its plasma membrane. This poses a problem concerning the phagocytic origin of mitochondria. A phagocytosing archaeon would digest its own ATP synthesis machinery, an energetically unfavorable condition. (B) Bioenergetic membranes are characterized by a proton motive force (PMF), here symbolized by plus and minus signs. The proton motive force influences protein secretion through the SecYEG and TAT machineries at the prokaryotic plasma membrane via electrophoretic properties but also in eukaryotes at the inner (bioenergetic) membrane of the mitochondrion (155, 332) . Both prokaryotic signal peptides and targeting peptides of mitochondrial matrix proteins carry positively charged amino acid residues that respond to the proton motive force. Upon endosymbiosis, the presence of two independent bioenergetic membranes (and a proton motive force) likely would have fostered false targeting. Eukaryotic cells today have retained one bioenergetic membrane, the inner mitochondrial membrane, which also has retained the use of the proton motive force for protein translocation. Targeting to the eukaryotic plasma membrane commences with cotranslational import into the rough endoplasmic reticulum (rER) through the Sec61 translocon (which stems from archaeal SecYEG) that is targeted by eukaryotic signal peptides that have lost their positively charged character (in contrast to their prokaryotic signal peptides). TOM, translocase of the outer mitochondrial membrane; TIM, translocase of the inner mitochondrial membrane; TAT, twin arginine translocon.
end product or to elemental sulfur (139) . In the latter case, the process is sometimes called "facilitated fermentation" (150) , which is another way of saying that they are not really fermentations at all; rather, they are basically respirations of elemental sulfur, which is often required as an environmental electron acceptor for growth or which can be used as an alternative to H 2 production (139) .
The use of either protons or sulfur as the electron acceptor in the archaea studied so far entails chemiosmotic coupling, follows the same basic route, involves related proteins, and can depend upon environmental sulfur (S 0 ) availability (139) . When protons are the acceptor, H 2 is generated by a membrane-bound hydrogenase called Mbh that couples the oxidation of reduced ferredoxin to the generation of an ion gradient that is harnessed via the rotor-stator ATPase (136) . When sulfur is the acceptor, H 2 S is generated, involving a membrane-bound oxidoreductase called Mbx that generates an ion gradient during the transfer of electrons from reduced ferredoxin to S Ϯ0 (139) . The Mbh and Mbx complexes are related, they can have similar gene clusters, and both belong to the larger family of Nuo-like ("complex I"-like) proteins with Fe-Ni hydrogenase catalytic subunits (139) .
Archaeal carbohydrate fermentations (133, 138) also generate reduced ferredoxin and involve ACD for SLP (143) (144) (145) (146) (147) (148) (149) , with the use of Mbh or Mbx for chemiosmotic coupling and ATP synthesis via the rotor-stator ATPase (139) . The contribution of chemiosmotic coupling to energy conservation in archaeal fermentation is quantitatively significant. In Pyrococcus furiosus carbohydrate fermentation, 1 mol glucose was estimated to yield 2 mol ATP via SLP and ca. 1.2 mol ATP via chemiosmotic coupling (136) . Buckel and Thauer (137) estimate that P. furiosus obtains, per glucose, 2 mol ATP via SLP and 2 mol ATP via pumping at Mbh, also called Ech, for energy-converting hydrogenase (151) , which would thus appear to yield 4 ATP per glucose, but each glucose costs 1 ATP for substrate import, yielding a net balance of 3 ATP per glucose, with equal contributions from SLP and chemiosmotic coupling (137) .
A Respiring or Fermenting Host at Mitochondrial Origin?
To discuss the idea of primitively phagocytosing archaea, we consider the ancestral trophic state of an archaeon (seldom if ever explicitly specified in phagotrophic theories) that is aspiring to undergo the evolutionary transition to phagotrophy so that it can acquire a mitochondrion. The archaeon has to be heterotrophic, living from the oxidation of reduced organic compounds, for phagotrophy to have any benefit or value. There are two possibilities: it is a respirer, or it is a fermenter.
If it is a respirer, then the origin of phagotrophy would have it engulfing food particles at the plasma membrane and, in essence, converting internalized vesicles into something topologically equivalent to a food vacuole, where the ingested loot is oxidized. This means that a section of the bioenergetic membrane underpinning the archaeon's chemiosmotic ATP synthesis large enough to surround a food particle (a bacterium at some point) would also be digested ( Fig. 2A ) and have to be resynthesized. The digestion of one's own proteinaceous ATP synthesis machinery to obtain ATP is not a very good strategy, especially since protein synthesis is the most energetically expensive thing a cell does, with 75% of the energy budget being devoted to protein synthesis (152) . For every protein of the archaeal plasma membrane that is digested, a 4-fold penalty is incurred (at least), because the cost of synthesizing proteins from amino acids is 4 ATP per peptide bond (153) . Digested proteins of the plasma membrane have to be replaced; otherwise, bioenergetics comes to a halt for respirers. Every protein that the primitive phagocyte digests has to be resynthesized at ribosomes, at a cost of 4 ATP per amino acid. We know of no archaea that have mechanisms for recycling plasma membrane proteins. In contrast, all modern eukaryotes possess elaborate recycling systems for plasma membrane proteins, in some cases even being able to turn over the entire plasma membrane 1 to 5 times per h (154), but eukaryotes do not synthesize ATP at the plasma membrane. The absence of chemiosmotic ATP synthesis at the plasma membrane in eukaryotes impacted the evolution of SEC61-dependent translocation at the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and ion gradient-dependent protein translocation into the mitochondrial matrix (155) (Fig. 2B ). The point of phagocytosis is the digestion of environmental organics and other organisms and not the digestion of one's energy-harnessing system.
Among prokaryotes, the strategy of heterotrophs is to access low-molecular-weight compounds from the environment via membrane importers (156) , sometimes with the help of enzymatically active secreted hydrolases to break down substrates for import (157) (158) (159) . In a world where substrate resources are at a premium (the densely populated microbial environment), the secretion of hydrolases or peptidases to externally digest polymers and mobilize carbon substrates for ingestion as lower-molecularweight metabolites via membrane importers, as opposed to the digestion of one's own bioenergetic membrane, has distinct advantages. This perhaps helps to explain why no respiring prokaryotes that phagocytose have been found so far.
Alternatively, if the aspiring phagocytic archaeon is initially a fermenter, then it is probably performing the typical archaeal peptide or carbohydrate fermentations outlined above; hence, it is chemiosmotic just like the respirer and is also digesting its own bioenergetic membrane as a phagotroph. Therefore, fermentation does not seem to help an archaeon become phagocytic either. Of course, the archaeal fermenter could use cytosolic hydrogenases and give up respiration at the plasma membrane altogether. This is an option, but it would mean sacrificing 40 to 50% of the ATP yield (the chemiosmotic component) from amino acid or carbohydrate fermentation in order to acquire substrates via engulfment, as opposed to the standard prokaryotic smallmolecule substrate import mechanism. The archaeal fermenters characterized so far seem to employ membrane-bound ion-pumping Fe-Ni hydrogenases of the Mbh/Ech type (138, 139) , the subunits of which are related to the complex I subunits NuoDIBLH (151) rather than the soluble trimeric, electron-confurcating Fe-Fe hydrogenases that are typical of bacterial fermenters (160), syntrophic H 2 producers (31), and eukaryotes (19) , two subunits of which are related to the complex I subunits NuoEF (19) .
How Much Prey for One Phagocytosing Archaeon To Divide?
Thus, there are number of problems associated with the notions that either a respiring archaeon or a fermenting archaeon evolved phagocytosis (as a means to acquire the mitochondrion), but we are not done yet. Phagocytes eat other cells. For our hypothetical phagocytosing archaeon, eating other prokaryotes is not a matter of just practicing to get ready for the acquisition of that mitochondrion, it is a way of survival in the wild. What is on the menu for bacterium-gobbling phagocytes? Prokaryotic cells. By dry weight, a typical bacterium (Escherichia coli) is roughly 55% protein, 20% RNA, 3% DNA, 9% lipids, 6% mixed saccharides, 3% cell wall, and 4% metabolites (150, 161) . Prokaryotes are mostly protein.
As we describe above, if the phagocytic archaeon is a respirer, phagocytosis brings bioenergetics to a halt. If it is a sugar fermenter, 50% of the energy yield (the chemiosmotic component) from about 6% (wt/wt) of the prey (mixed saccharides) has to be sacrificed to begin with, because chemiosmosis at a phagocytic membrane is not going to work. If our archaeon had mitochondria, there would be plenty of energy to be gleaned from lipids and other cell components via oxidations using the internalized bioenergetic membranes that mitochondria afford (93) , but it does not have mitochondria. It is trying to get ready to acquire some. So what's for lunch? Lipids are nonfermentable, amino acids are the main course, and the free energy change, and, hence, the energy yield, from amino acid fermentations is modest.
The best-studied amino acid fermentations are those of the firmicutes (162) . For example, in Clostridium tetanomorphum and Acidaminococcus fermentans, glutamate fermentation involves SLP and chemiosmotic coupling, as in archaeal sugar fermenters, and delivers 0.95 ATP per glutamate, with a change in free energy on the order of Ϫ63 kJ · mol Ϫ1 per glutamate (137) . Similar to the case of glucose fermentation in Pyrococcus, about 60% of the ATP in these glutamate fermentations stems from SLP, and about 40% stems from chemiosmosis (137) . The ability to phagocytose is not going to improve the ATP yield per amino acid, with the loss of chemiosmosis at the plasma membrane costing about half of the ATP yield per amino acid to start with. This means that the aspiring phagocytic fermenter, assuming that it has soluble enzymes for redox balance, might be able to scratch about 0.5 ATP out of each ingested fermentable amino acid, import included, but assuming no costs for breaking down ingested cells. The energy yield from other minor components of ingested cells, such as purine fermentation from RNA (163) (164) (165) or carbohydrate monomers, which might comprise as much as 15% by weight if we count the ribose in RNA (150) , can probably just be neglected, but we account it against the cost of excreting the undigested or nonfermentable components of the ingested cell (exocytotic secretion requires a very sophisticated apparatus [see below]).
Thus, if we are fairly generous in our accounting, the hypothetical amitochondriate phagocyte can possibly gain a net of 0.5 ATP per amino acid ingested. How much is that? How much ATP does a prokaryote need to divide? On oxygen and glucose minimal medium, E. coli generates about 13.9 g of cells per mol ATP (or ATP equivalent) that it synthesizes (166) , which is converted to 0.072 mol ATP per g of E. coli cells (167) . One E. coli cell weighs about 2.8 ϫ 10 Ϫ13 g (161), yielding 0.2 ϫ 10 Ϫ13 mol ATP per cell, which is 1.2 ϫ 10 10 molecules of ATP per cell or roughly 12 billion ATP to make two E. coli cells from one. We will work with the value of 12 billion ATP, even though slightly higher values (20 billion to 60 billion ATP per cell) can be found in the literature (153, 168) . Based upon similar values of growth yields (grams of cell per mole ATP) for archaea (169) , we can assume the value to be similar to that for E. coli.
How much energy can a hypothetical archaeal fermenter obtain from a hypothetically phagocytosed cell? By dry weight, our microbial schnitzel, E. coli, is 55% protein and has about 2.4 million proteins per cell, with an average of 300 amino acids each (161, 167) , or potentially 0.7 billion amino acids per ingested cell. At about 0.5 ATP per amino acid, this generates roughly 0.35 billion ATP per ingested prokaryotic cell as food. Thus, in order to obtain enough ATP to fuel one cell division, our phagotroph needs to consume about 34 times its weight (12/0.35) in prokaryotic prey. If the phagotroph or the prey is larger or smaller, the nature of the problem does not change; the ratio remains ϳ34:1 for the hypothetical archaeal phagotroph. If we assume an energy requirement of 60 billion ATP to make one cell (168) , the ratio becomes ϳ170:1. Slower doubling times generally entail higher ATP requirements to generate a new cell because of increasing demands for maintenance energy (28) .
The primitive, fermenting phagotroph thus needs to consume 34 times its body weight in order to divide if, that is, its prey swims up to it to be eaten. If it needs to expend energy to chase down prey, or if it has to expend maintenance energy, which can consume about half of all ATP synthesized by a cell (166) , for long periods of time without feeding, the value of 34 is not enough. The issue of how it is going to physically divide, as a prokaryote, while ingesting ϳ30 prey per division at the same time poses serious problems into which we do not delve here (see reference 170 for a discussion of early eukaryote cell division). Is the 34-fold estimate completely off target?
As a reality check on the conservative 34:1 ratio, in Clostridium thermoaceticum growing on H 2 and CO 2 , about 24 molecules of CO 2 (food) pass through the cell as acetate for every molecule of CO 2 that is fixed and retained as cell carbon (171), a molar ratio of 24:1. Acetogens grow from low free energy changes (135) , as do methanogens, for which a similar number can be calculated. Schönheit et al. (172) reported a growth yield of 1.6 g dry cell mass per mol of methane produced (per 12 g C passing through the cell) for Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum. The dry methanogen cell mass is roughly 40% C by weight (173) , such that roughly 19 molecules of CO 2 exit the cell as methane for each CO 2 molecule incorporated into dry weight. One might wonder why amino acid fermentation comes up looking even less efficient than the situation for the chemolithoautotrophs. First, phagocytosis required the relinquishing of chemiosmosis at the plasma membrane (almost half of the energy yield). Second, chemolithoautotrophs live from gasses, which diffuse freely across membranes, as opposed to amino acids. Thus, the 34:1 estimate might not be way off the mark for the energetic situation that the hypothetical phagocytosing archaeon faced, and the ratio of 170:1 remains a possibility. For a phagocytosing archaeon, the energetic picture becomes bleak, much worse than that without phagocytosis.
With Mitochondria, Phagocytosis Has Energetic Benefit
If, however, the cell that evolved phagocytosis already had mitochondria, everything works a lot better, just splendidly in fact, because then the physiology of phagocytic feeding works just like it does in real eukaryotes: with membrane flux, with acidified food vacuoles, and with ATP synthesis via chemiosmosis through oxidation in mitochondria.
For a direct comparison of a phagotroph with mitochondria versus one without mitochondria, we can estimate how much ATP a phagotroph can gain from the main component (protein) of ingested cells. Bender (174) recently recalculated the ATP yield from amino acid oxidation using mitochondria and oxygen as the terminal acceptor in mammalian cells and separated the calculation into two components that are very convenient for our purpose: (i) the net ATP gain per amino acid via SLP and (ii) the net ATP gain per amino acid using the mitochondrial respiratory chain with O 2 as the terminal acceptor for the reoxidation of NAD(P)H and reduced flavin adenine dinucleotide (FADH 2 ).
Using the very conveniently tabulated values reported by Bender (174) and assuming for simplicity that all amino acids are equally abundant in a protein, the net ATP gain via SLP alone turns out to be roughly 1.4 ATP per amino acid. This is ϳ3-fold better than that without mitochondria and represents a rough lower bound for the ATP yield for the mitochondrion-possessing phagotroph, because it assumes that all reducing equivalents are reoxidized via the excretion of ethanol or H 2 as a metabolic end product. If we assume that the mitochondriate phagotroph was subjecting all amino acids to complete oxidation through the Krebs cycle, the net ATP yield (including the SLP component) comes in at 21.8 ATP per amino acid (174) , which is more than 40-fold better than that without mitochondria (and without oxygen). Thus, with mitochondria and in the presence of O 2 , amino acids are roughly two-thirds as good as glucose as a source of ATP (174) .
An estimate for the ATP yield per amino acid with mitochondria, but without O 2 , is more challenging because anaerobic mitochondria can use different pathways for ATP synthesis (19, 175) . For glucose, the ATP yields are well known. Organisms with anaerobic mitochondria obtain about 5 ATP per glucose (19, 176) , and organisms with hydrogenosomes obtain 4 ATP per glucose, while organisms with mitosomes that are not energy parasites obtain between 2 and 4 ATP per glucose, depending on whether they metabolize acetyl-CoA to ethanol or to acetate (19, 90) .
If, however, we look to the literature for estimates of the ATP yield from anaerobic amino acid metabolism in eukaryotes, a deficit of investigation becomes evident. With two exceptions, we cannot find reports where anaerobic amino acid breakdown has been surveyed in any depth for eukaryotes. One exception is the arginine dihydrolase pathway, which generates 1 ATP per arginine (177, 178) and involves mitochondrial enzymes (179, 180) ; the other exception is the synthesis, intracellular accumulation, and breakdown of opines in marine invertebrates such as the mussel Mytilus (181). We also find no reports where the end products of anaerobic energy metabolism from peptide breakdown have been extensively measured in mitochondrion-bearing organisms. However, we can survey the basic routes that are possible for anaerobic peptide breakdown to provide some upper and lower bounds for ATP yields based on known routes of ATP synthesis in eukaryotic anaerobes (19, 176) and based on known eukaryotic biochemical conversions of amino acids that do not require oxygen as a cosubstrate (174) . An outline of expected intermediate amino acid breakdown products in eukaryotes that could yield ATP in the absence of O 2 is given in Fig. 3 .
Except for the pathways involving malate dismutation, where rhodoquinonedependent proton pumping and chemiosmotic coupling can occur (19, 176) , the following estimates for anaerobic ATP synthesis from amino acids in mitochondriate eukaryotes assume SLP only and, importantly, do not imply redox balance; that is, the reoxidation of NADH or FADH 2 generated during amino acid breakdown (by any of the pathways that eukaryotes possess) is not accounted for. Pyruvate can enter malate dismutation, through which 2 pyruvates can yield acetate, propionate, and 3 ATP. Acetyl-CoA can enter the acetate:succinate CoA-transferase (ASCT) cycle to yield 1 ATP. Acetoacetate can be activated to acetoacetyl-CoA, and acetoacetyl-CoA can generate 2 acetyl-CoAs, which yield 1 ATP each, but activation expends either a thioester or an ATP, leaving a net yield of 1 ATP from acetoacetate. Propionyl-CoA can enter the ASCT cycle to yield 1 ATP. Fumarate can enter malate dismutation, where 3 fumarates yield 1 acetate, 2 propionates, and 5 ATP. Oxaloacetate can enter malate dismutation, where 2 oxaloacetates yield 1 acetate, 1 propionate, and 3 ATP. Alpha-ketoglutarate can be oxidized via succinyl-CoA to succinate, which is accompanied by the production of 1 ATP, if the NADH formed is reoxidized in another process, for example, the reduction of fumarate, the intermediate of phenylalanine and tyrosine breakdown. This brings us to the issue of redox balance.
In amino acid breakdown, NADH and FADH 2 are generated at many steps (163) , for example, the removal of the ␣-amino group or the oxidation of the branched amino acids Val, Ile, and Leu. This demands the presence of electron acceptors to maintain redox balance. Anaerobic eukaryotes have a variety of biochemically characterized enzymes (and electron acceptors plus end products) for reoxidizing reduced ferredoxin, NADH, NADPH, and FADH 2 to maintain redox balance. These enzymes include Fe-Fe 19 ). The problem is that the end products of amino acid breakdown in anaerobic eukaryotes have not been studied to any extent.
There are other possible alternatives for maintaining redox balance; these include lipid synthesis via glutamine flux through the Krebs cycle running in reverse (192) or Stickland reactions, in which one amino serves as the energy source and electron donor while another amino acid serves as the electron acceptor (193, 194) . Despite the need for end product studies of amino acid breakdown on eukaryotic anaerobes using labeled substrates, we can still estimate, based on known pathways, the range: anaerobic amino acid breakdown in mitochondrion-bearing cells yields less ATP per monomer than in the case of glucose (5 ATP per monomer), mainly because of the lack of a contribution from glycolysis, but more ATP than in the case of a phagocytosing archaeon without mitochondria (ϳ0.5 ATP per amino acid), because pathways of SLP are widespread in anaerobic mitochondria, in particular the ASCT cycle (19, 195, 196) , and because NADH reoxidation via rhodoquinone-dependent pumping at mitochondrial complex I generates roughly one extra ATP per NADH in addition to SLP (19, 176) .
Without Mitochondria, Phagocytosis Depletes the ATP Yield
Of course, not all amino acids yield equal amounts of ATP (174), and amino acids are not equally abundant in a protein, but the above-described data reveal that compared to amino acid oxidation for a hypothetical phagotroph without mitochondria, amino acid oxidation in a phagotroph with mitochondria yields a good energetic situation for amino acid oxidation without oxygen as the terminal acceptor and roughly a 40-fold improvement with oxygen as the terminal acceptor. The bottom line is this: despite numerous assumptions about potential advantages of phagocytic feeding, phagocytosis without mitochondria brings no feeding (energetic) benefit to the cell. On the contrary, the data described above reveal that phagocytosis in an archaeal cell would cut the energetic yield roughly in half relative to the uptake of low-molecular-weight metabolites, due to abolished chemiosmosis at the plasma membrane.
The above-described calculation did not enter costs for the resynthesis of chemiosmotic coupling proteins at the plasma membrane or for the synthesis of the many structural proteins that are required to make phagocytosis work. For comparison, roughly as much ATP (5 billion to 50 billion molecules) is required to synthesize the microtubules needed to separate a single eukaryotic chromosome pair as is required to generate two E. coli cells from one (170) . The cost of making protein is high. This makes it exceedingly unlikely that any phagocytic lifestyle ever arose in a mitochondrionlacking cell, which would directly account for the observation that the cells that evolved phagocytosis (eukaryotes) had mitochondrion-bearing ancestors. If, on the other hand, phagocytosis arose in a cell that already possessed mitochondria, it could have been seamlessly integrated into eukaryotic energy metabolism via mitochondrial amino acid oxidation. This is true either with or without O 2 as the terminal acceptor, because ancestral mitochondria had facultative anaerobic capabilities (19) , and eukaryotes arose and diversified during low-oxygen phases of Earth's history (19, 197, 198) .
Thus, the ability to genuinely realize energetic benefit from phagocytosis requires the preexistence of mitochondria in the cell. The reason stems from the simple circumstance that mitochondria bestowed upon eukaryotes the ability to perform chemiosmotic ATP synthesis on a system of internalized bioenergetic membranes-the mitochondrial inner membrane-that was functionally independent of the plasma membrane ( Fig. 2) (93, 199) , which most prokaryotes use for bioenergetics (cyanobacteria evolved thylakoids in which the photosystems and ATP synthase reside).
Of course, for phagocytosis to operate at all, a functional endomembrane system and endomembrane flux are also required. In the next sections, we address the issue that mitochondria not only were required for phagocytosis to bear benefit for the cell but also were quite likely physically involved in the origin of the eukaryotic endomembrane system to begin with.
PHAGOCYTOSIS: COMPONENTS UNDERLYING FUNCTION
In contrast to prokaryotes, which import substrates for growth via a range of different importers for low-molecular-weight compounds in the plasma membrane (156) , eukaryotes can assimilate substrates via invagination of the plasma membrane and extraction of substrates from internalized membrane vesicles (154, 200) . There are several different manifestations of this feeding habit, which are commonly divided into categories such as pinocytosis, endocytosis, and phagocytosis (reviewed in reference 200). The list can be expanded to include the caveola/caveolin1-dependent pathway, the Arf6-dependent pathway, CLIC/GEEC-type endocytosis (clathrin-independent carriers/glycosylphosphatidylinositolanchored protein [GPI-AP]-enriched compartments), the IL2Rbeta pathway, circular dorsal ruffles, and entosis (reviewed in reference 200). Here we refer to these pathways collectively as endocytic processes.
Caveola-dependent endocytosis through caveolins provides an example of a lineage-specific endocytic mechanism that arose comparatively late in evolution, within the metazoan lineage (201) . Moreover, the presence of a single caveolin gene alone does not mean that the organism possessing it is able to form caveolae (202) . The different endocytic processes differ with regard to cargo size (203) , the recognition of cargo through associated motifs (154) , and alleys of downstream processing (154) . In some cases, the different endocytic pathways can overlap and can involve many of the same proteins. Only a subset of endocytic pathways is involved in feeding; many are solely involved in signaling. All endocytic processes serve the uptake of extracellular molecules and fluids (and solutes dissolved therein) and the recycling of plasma membrane proteins and lipids. Many of the functions involving membrane traffic that have been studied in eukaryotes have to do with signaling and differentiation via receptor processing or the evasion of host defense but not feeding (204) (205) (206) (207) (208) .
Of the various endocytic processes, only phagocytosis serves the uptake of entire cells, whether as a mechanism to secure tissue homeostasis in the case of human macrophages (209) or for feeding, as observed for many different protists. A comparison of the main endocytic pathways underscores the difference in scale among them (Fig. 4) . Arguably, phagocytosis is the most complex, elaborate, and energetically and physically demanding endocytic pathway and might be seen as the most highly evolved of all of them; it is an endpoint in endocytosis evolution and not the starting point. It was suggested that the "incidental capture" of the mitochondrion through endocytosis allowed the host to evolve phagocytosis (210) . This by itself presents a conflict, because in endocytic processes, cargo recognition is receptor mediated, and cargo size matters. A vesicle of 100 nm in diameter, the average diameter of a clathrin-coated endocytic vesicle, can pack something around 20 prokaryotic ribosomes. For comparison, an Escherichia coli cell contains tens of thousands of ribosomes (211) . In the context of mitochondrial origin, it has become popular to talk about "primitive" phagocytosis as if there was a form of it that did not require membrane traffic. What does phagocytosis entail?
Phagocytosis Demands the Full Complexity of a Eukaryotic Cell
Phagocytosis is a sophisticated endocytic process and not a universal feature of eukaryotic biology. It is actin cytoskeleton dependent, serves the absorption of particles larger than about 0.5 m (212, 213) (effectively, the uptake of other cells), and consists of roughly six interwoven steps. In the main, these steps are (i) cargo-driven recognition at the plasma membrane through a diverse range of receptors (214, 215), (ii) the
FIG 4
Endocytic processes to scale. There are many separate endocytic processes that can occur at the eukaryotic plasma membrane. Among all eukaryotic supergroups, three main types are found: phagocytosis, clathrin-independent endocytosis (CIE), and clathrin-mediated endocytosis, while caveolae are restricted to metazoans and appear to have evolved later in evolution. All of these processes have in common that they require an elaborate set of proteins, downstream processing through the endomembrane system that includes the early endosome and multivesicular bodies (MVB), and recycling of certain protein components and membranes back to the plasma membrane through vesicles. The different processes are shown roughly to scale for comparison at the plasma membrane. Clathrin-independent endocytosis, caveolae, and clathrin-mediated endocytosis are also enlarged to highlight a few details, such as the absence or presence of a coat. Both phagocytosis and clathrin-mediated endocytosis depend on dynamin for terminal membrane scission. Dynamin is likely of mitochondrial origin and absent from archaeal genomes.
triggering of a signaling pathway that induces the temporal and spatial reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton (216, 217) , (iii) eversion of the plasma membrane and wrapping of the cargo, (iv) scission of the phagosomal vacuole from the plasma membrane through dynamin and depolymerization of the actin cytoskeleton (218, 219), (v) fusion with V-type ATPase-acidified lysosomal vesicles that are loaded with digestive enzymes to ultimately form the phagolysosome (220), and, finally, (vi) recycling of components to the plasma membrane and fusion with multivesicular bodies for further degradation (221) . For the individual steps of phagocytosis to function, not only are hundreds of proteins required, a fully functional endomembrane system is required as well.
The endomembrane system is unique to eukaryotes. Dozens of attempts have been made to explain its origin. Both of the two most recent models rest on the premise that phagocytosing archaea do not exist. The inside-out model proposes a gradual increase of host complexity through actin-and tubulin-driven extrusions of the plasma membrane (a process similar to phagocytosis, we point out) and the formation of a protonucleus in the absence of endosymbionts (222) . The other proposal has it that the endomembrane system, including the nucleus, originated from outer membrane vesicles (OMVs) that the bacterial endosymbiont was shedding from its outer membrane in the cytosol of the host (199) . The secretion of OMVs by prokaryotes is very common; it is a part of their routine biology (223, 224) . The inside-out model requires archaeal biology that has not been observed, while mitochondria have been observed to secrete vesicles (the mechanism homologous to OMV secretion) in both animals (63, 225) and plants (226) . In contrast to the inside-out model, the OMV-based model for the origin of the endomembrane system accounts for (i) the functional homology of the ER and mitochondrial intermembrane space regarding Ca 2ϩ storage (227-229) and the disulfide relay system (230, 231), (ii) the formation of the newly forming nucleus from the ER in cells with open mitosis (an issue regarding the inside-out model, in which the nuclear envelope is homologous to the plasma membrane of the archaeal host) (232-234), (iii) how bacterial lipids replaced archaeal lipids from the inside in the first place (11) , and (iv) why eukaryotic lipid synthesis is now the joint work of the ER and mitochondria (235) , as opposed to occurring at the plasma membrane as in all prokaryotes.
Empirical evidence for the origin of eukaryotic compartments from mitochondrionderived vesicles comes from the recent observation that the de novo biogenesis of peroxisomes commences with the blebbing of the outer mitochondrial membrane induced through Pex3/Pex14, which fuse with endoplasmic reticulum-derived vesicles to mature (63) . The OMV-based model (199) predicts that phagocytosing archaea do not exist, because phagocytosis depends on the endomembrane system, whose origin was a result of-not a prerequisite for-mitochondrial origin.
The processes and compartments involved in phagocytosis require structural proteins in abundance. Protein synthesis consumes 75% of a cell's energy budget, and the reason why eukaryotes have structural proteins in abundance is because they have mitochondria (93) , which can pay the energetic price of the massive (over)expression of proteins that do not directly serve ATP synthesis, biosynthetic pathways, or cell division but serve other functions that have nothing to do with core metabolic substrate conversions (170) . There are substantial differences in feeding habits across the recognized eukaryotic supergroups (Fig. 5) , and entire phyla can thrive without phagocytosisbased feeding, with fungi being the best-known example.
Prevalence and Origin of Phagocytosis among Eukaryotic Supergroups
Most of what we know about membrane traffic and phagocytosis stems from work with the opisthokonts, the group that contains fungi and metazoa (including humans), but there, feeding modes differ substantially. In the fungi, there are no phagocytic forms, a trait that helps define the fungi as a group (89) . Feeding in fungi can involve endocytic vesicles (236, 237) and is based on the secretion of digestive enzymes with the resorption of low-molecular-weight metabolites. Basal to the metazoans are the choanoflagellates. They are characterized by a peculiar collar that carries a flagellum, which generates a current to direct the bacterial prey to the feeding aperture, where it is phagocytosed (238). Among the metazoans, feeding typically occurs through the digestive tract, the epithelial cells of which resorb low-molecular-weight compounds generated by the combined actions of digestive enzymes and the end products of microbial breakdown by the intestinal flora (usually small volatile fatty acids) through pino-and endocytosis but not phagocytosis.
Among the Amoebozoa, uniting the Tubulinea and Mycetozoa, phagocytosis as a feeding habit is common and well studied in some species. Examples include the parasite Entamoeba histolytica, whose motile trophozoites phagocytose a wide range of different cells. The degree to which they phagocytose human cells is an indicator of pathogenesis and strain-specific virulence (239) . Phagocytosis in E. histolytica is triggered by external stimuli such as ligands recognized by a galactose/ N-acetylgalactosamine-specific lectin (240) and phosphatidyl serine exposure (241) .
The Archaeplastida comprise the three lineages of photosynthetic eukaryotes (the glaucophytes, rhodophytes, and Chloroplastida; the latter include land plants) that can be traced back to the monophyletic acquisition of a cyanobacterium (242)-possibly through phagocytosis, possibly not-more than 1.2 billion years ago (51) and possibly 1.6 billion years ago (243) . Among the Archaeplastida, there are a few very versatile heterotrophs, such as Galdieria (244) , but the ability to phagocytose is utterly rare. It occurs in neither rhodophytes nor glaucophytes (two of the three archaeplastidal lineages) (242) , and in the third lineage, the Chloroplastida, it occurs in only a few basal-branching species such as Micromonas (245) and Cymbomonas (246) . Organisms such as the parasitic alga Helicosporidium (247), the free-living alga Polytomella (248) , and apicomplexan parasites (249) , all of which have lost the ability to photosynthesize, did not revert to phagocytosis for feeding. Endocytosis, however, is common and also occurs in plants (250) , where it is regulated by osmotic stress and turgor pressure (251), using a canonical set of proteins, including those of the AP2 complex, clathrin, and dynamin for scission (252) .
FIG 5
From prokaryotes to eukaryotes through endosymbiosis. Prokaryotic life belongs to either the bacterial or archaeal group. Prokaryotes are descended from the last universal common ancestor (LUCA) that marks the origin of life. Eukaryogenesis and the origin of the last eukaryotic common ancestor (LECA) hinge upon the endosymbiotic acquisition of a bacterial endosymbiont (the mitochondrion) by an archaeal host. The pivotal role of mitochondrial acquisition for the emergence of eukaryotes is evident through the existence of mitochondria in all eukaryotic supergroups (and, hence, the eukaryote common ancestor), among which no family that lacks mitochondria or mitochondrion-derived organelles is known. The Archaeplastida, uniting algae and plants, emerged after the endosymbiotic origin of the plastid from a cyanobacterium.
In the Excavata, feeding usually occurs via a specialized flagellated feeding groove that characterizes this group (89, 253) . In some cases, such as in the parasite Trichomonas, the feeding groove has been secondarily lost. Trichomonas can, however, phagocytose independent of a feeding groove (254) , for which the parasite also makes use of the actin cytoskeleton and a conserved set of more than a dozen accessory proteins (255) .
In some of the nonexcavate taxa, phagocytosis is supported by an elaborate cytoskeletal structure known as the feeding groove or oral apparatus (e.g., the abovementioned basal-branching chlorophyte algae and ciliates), which is maintained by a network of cytoskeletal proteins, mainly by a set of specifically arranged microtubules. It is hard to say whether these structures are truly homologous to the feeding groove of the Excavata. In some, but not all, recent phylogenetic analyses, excavates branch basally, close to the presumed root of eukaryotes (256, 257) , which prompts us to speculate that the origin of phagocytosis might be associated with the origin of the excavate(-like) feeding groove.
Vesicle and Vacuole Function in Phagocytic Feeding
Theories that assume a role for some form of phagocytosis at the origin of mitochondria posit that the host was phagocytic for the purpose of feeding. That assumption entails several other corollary assumptions, both general and specific, that are rarely if ever spelled out. From a general perspective, when eukaryotes feed from internalized vesicles or food vacuoles, nutrients reach the cytosol via substrate importers present in the vesicle or vacuole membrane. For this, ingested food has to be digested by enzymes, which, in the case of food vacuoles, are activated by acidification through the vacuolar ATPase (V-ATPase) (258, 259) . The eukaryotic V-ATPase is evolutionarily derived from the archaeal A-type ATPase, which was present in the host's plasma membrane. However, instead of synthesizing ATP from ADP and P i via chemiosmotic gradients generated by coupling at the plasma membrane (its ancestral archaeal function in the host), the V-ATPase pumps protons into the food vacuole to acidify it. Clearly, in the ancestral eukaryote, this requires a cytosolic source of ATP that is independent of chemiosmosis at the plasma membrane; for phagocytosis-first theories, this would be meager amino acid fermentation (see Putting the Hypothetical Phagocytic Host to a Physiological Test, above), and for mitochondrion-first theories, this would naturally be the mitochondrial ATP supply (199) .
Phagocytosis of the type that would feed a cell-the central, nonnegotiable premise of all phagotrophy-first theories for the origin of mitochondria-has a lot of moving parts (Fig. 4 and Table 1 ). First and foremost, there has to be 1:1 correspondence between the amount of membrane entering the cytosol and the amount exiting the cytosol (154); otherwise, the cell consumes its own plasma membrane, and the cytosol spills into the environment. In other words, before phagocytosis is possible as a feeding mechanism, the cell has to have a fully functional system of membrane flux with (i) vesicles incoming and outgoing, (ii) vesicles specifically addressed to their proper destination, (iii) the cytoskeletal components needed to guide them from point A to point B, and (iv) the energy required not only to run those processes but also to have evolved them (90) . Tabulated for human cells, the membrane traffic and endomembrane system repertoire encompasses easily a hundred or more proteins, representing a dozen or more gene families (Table 1) . For yeast and higher plants, which are not phagocytic, the endomembrane traffic system encompasses an equally comprehensive number of components (260) (261) (262) .
At the cellular level, substrate uptake from the environment by endocytic mechanisms requires tight spatiotemporal regulation of numerous proteins, protein complexes, vesicular compartments, and the cytoskeleton (209, (212) (213) (214) (215) (216) (217) (218) (219) (220) , the components of which can differ across eukaryotic lineages, with one report suggesting that phagocytosis even evolved several times independently in eukaryotes (6) . The list of essential phagocytosis components is still growing in some lineages (263) . Like mitochondria, phagocytosis occurs among free-living forms in all eukaryotic supergroups, but in The estimated number of components includes proteins involved in endosomal processing (early/late and recycling endosomes) and phagosomal degradation available from the literature and the KEGG database (344) . EGF, epidermal growth factor; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; SV40, simian virus 40; GPI, glycosylphosphatidylinositol; MHC, major histocompatibility complex; PI, phosphatidylinositol.
contrast to mitochondria, it is not essential for cell function in free-living eukaryotic cells.
New Archaeal Genomes and Inferring Phenotype from Single Genes
In recent metagenomic studies, the additional presence of a few proteins such as archaeal cell division (Cdv) proteins, which are related to some of the eukaryotic endomembrane system components (ESCRT proteins), or the presence of crenactin and gelsolin has been interpreted as evidence for the existence of complex or primitively phagocytosing archaea (3, 9, 264) . This is a curious development. The expectation that a phagocytosing host for the origin of mitochondria must be out there makes the inference of phagocytosis from an archaeal cell division protein somehow palatable. With metagenomic data being interpreted as evidence documenting the existence of phagocytosing archaea that possess eukaryote-like membrane-trafficking processes (9), it is important to see what the new archaeal metagenome data actually say.
The metagenome assemblies (3, 4) report (i) a large family of small GTPases, many with homology to the Ras superfamily; (ii) crenactin and gelsolin domain-containing proteins; (iii) an extended suite of archaeal Cdv proteins; which are related to eukaryotic ESCRT proteins; and (iv) some proteins with homology to eukaryotic proteins associated with vesicle formation and trafficking that harbor longin, BAR/IMD (Bin/amphiphysin/ Rvs/IRSp53 and MIM [missing in metastases] homology domain), or MON1 (monensin sensitivity) domains or that are Sec23/24-like. Due to a lack of enriched cultures, it is still not yet clear whether these metagenomic proteins and gene families all belong to one organism or several. Some of the reported protein family distributions are patchy among the Asgard superphylum, which complicates speculations regarding their overall function (265) . More importantly, these few proteins and domains fall short of the long list of components that are required to underpin endomembrane flux and phagocytosis (118, 119) (Table 1) .
What do the small GTPases indicate? GTPases of the Rab family are important components of eukaryotic vesicle trafficking through mediating membrane, and, hence, also vesicle, identity (266) . The Asgard phylum was reported to encode an extended family of small GTPases (4). It is currently not possible to know how many small GTPases a single archaeal genome encodes, but quantity is perhaps not the main issue. One of the first studies analyzing lokiarchaean data concluded that in terms of domains defined at the fold superfamily level, Lokiarchaea were no more special than other microbial dark matter, including giant viruses (267) . Small GTPases are not unique to these archaea, nor do they encode any membrane association signals or regions (such as prenylatable C-terminal cysteine residues) conserved among eukaryotic Rabs and essential for their function (119) . The archaeal proteins are likely not membranebound Rabs but cytosolic small GTPases (119). GTPase-activating proteins and exchange factors are also absent from the Lokiarchaeota, as are domain fusions characteristic of proteins associated with eukaryotic membrane trafficking (118) . Without membrane-bound small GTPases plus GTPase-activating proteins and exchange factors, it is hardly possible that the organisms behind the metagenome data have signaling and membrane flux pathways approaching those of eukaryotes.
Then come crenactin and gelsolin domains. The presence of genes encoding crenactin and gelsolin domains prompted speculation about a "dynamic" actin cytoskeleton in the Lokiarchaea or the ancestor of the last eukaryotic common ancestor (LECA) host cell more generally (3, 9) . Crenactin has been shown to associate with morphology-determining structures in Pyrobaculum, and its phylogenetic distribution correlates to a degree with rod-shaped and filamentous cell morphologies (268) . While the bacterial homologue, MreB, has been discussed as being associated with morphology-determining structures in bacteria (269), some results have been challenged. MreB-based filaments observed in E. coli were shown to be an artifact caused by the yellow fluorescent protein tag (270) , and electron cryotomography did not find any evidence for long helical filaments in five additional prokaryotes analyzed (271) . Prokaryotic actin homologues appear to associate with morphology-determining struc-tures, but they are more stiff than dynamic, and those analyzed so far form single-but not double-stranded filaments that are characteristic of eukaryotic actin (272) . The questions of whether potential crenactin-based structures in the Lokiarchaea or the Asgard archaea are dynamic (3, 9) and whether they even exist remain very open, recalling that no one has ever seen a cell of this new archaeal phylum.
Some might consider the presence of a gelsolin-like protein an indicator of eukaryote complexity, but actin dynamics such as those associated with eukaryotic phagocytosis require dozens of proteins, not just gelsolin, and the interplay of large parts of the endomembrane system (209, 212-220, 255, 273) . Furthermore, the functions of gelsolin are by no means limited to actin binding. They include signal transduction (274) and, intriguingly, the stabilization of mitochondria and the inhibition of apoptosis through the suppression of cytochrome c secretion (275) . A gelsolin-like protein in the archaeal host could have just as easily stabilized the early mitochondrial endosymbiont rather that enabling its uptake through phagocytosis.
Archaea divide with the help of Cdv proteins (276, 277) , of which CdvB and CdvC are homologous to proteins of the eukaryotic ESCRT III complex (278) . What is special about the Asgard data is the presence of proteins homologous to components of all three ESCRT complexes I to III. In eukaryotes, ESCRT III complexes carry out the scission of many different membranes. Importantly, ESCRT complexes in eukaryotes excise membranes that bend away from the cytosol (279, 280) , and membrane topology here matters (Fig. 6) . At the eukaryotic plasma membrane, ESCRTs aid in neuron pruning, wound repair, and vesicle scission into the environment, with the latter being a process that HIV particles highjack (279) . ESCRT complexes have not been reported to be involved in the scission of any incoming endosomal or phagosomal membranes. In this light, it is therefore all the more surprising that the presence of proteins in metagenomic data with sequence homology to eukaryotic ESCRT proteins was interpreted as evidence for the plausibility of phagocytic archaea.
In eukaryotes, the scission of the phagocytic cavity, which bends inward toward the cytosol (Fig. 4 and 6) , is the job carried out by large GTPases of the dynamin family (219, 281) . These large GTPases have not been identified from data available for the Lokiar-
FIG 6
The in and out of vesicles. Vesicles form at both prokaryotic and eukaryotic plasma membranes. There are, however, crucial differences. Prokaryotic vesicles are secreted into the environment only through blebbing of the plasma membrane away from the cytosol. These types of vesicles are known as OMVs, and they are found among all types of prokaryotes. Archaeal OMVs are also released with the help of proteins of the CDV family (cell division) that are homologous to eukaryotic ESCRT proteins. The topology in the function of the ESCRT (endosomal sorting complex required for transport) machinery in eukaryotes has been conserved, as the eukaryotic ESCRT machinery, like the archaeal CDV machinery, works on membranes that are bending away from the cytosol. Eukaryotic vesicles can be secreted into the environment (exosomes) or into the cytosol through endocytic mechanisms. Endocytic vesicle maturation often requires the formation of a complex coat that is usually composed of a combination of membrane proteins and peripheral proteins that interact with each other (Table 1) . Endocytic mechanisms are receptor mediated, like, for example, in the case of iron uptake from the environment by the transferrin receptor that is internalized through the formation of clathrin-coated vesicles. chaeota and relatives; the eukaryotic proteins are bacterium derived and likely of mitochondrial origin (282) . While scission can also be mediated by the actin machinery (although not through actin alone), it requires the active protrusion of the membrane through an extracellular force such as the Shiga toxin that forms a tubule (283) .
What about the remaining proteins identified with homology to components of the eukaryotic endomembrane system and vesicle trafficking machinery? The presence of genes encoding BAR-, longin-, TRAPP-, or Sec23/24-like domains in the new archaeal lineages is intriguing. Zaremba-Niedzwiedzka et al. (4) speculate that these genes might support some kind of vesicle trafficking as it occurs in eukaryotes, namely, in the cytosol. Those authors infer that Asgard archaea might "have (had) the ability to bend membranes and to form and transport internal vesicles, albeit at a much more primitive level than observed in modern eukaryotes," furthermore concluding that the increase in eukaryotic complexity depended on the presence of the mitochondrial endosymbiont (4). Those authors also mention that some archaea such as Ignicoccus hospitalis are surrounded by two membranes. Intriguingly, I. hospitalis indeed forms vesicles, but the vesicles are not found in the cytosol; they instead occur between the two membranes that surround the cytosol (284) . This indicates that the I. hospitalis vesicles reflect typical archaeal (outward) (Fig. 6 ) OMV secretion and not inwardly directed membrane flux as in eukaryotes. Hence, if archaeal proteins with the above-mentioned domains really are associated with vesicle formation, the simplest interpretation is that they are associated with the formation of outwardly secreted vesicles, which are observed in archaea (223, 285) . In the case of Ignicoccus, a simple interpretation is that OMVs are involved in the biogenesis and origin of its additional outer membrane, which similarly could apply to the lipopolysaccharide layer of Gram-negative bacteria (sometimes called diderm prokaryotes [286] ) as well. In any case, the eukaryotic homologues of these identified archaeal domains are not linked to the recognition of cellular cargo and the formation of a phagocytic cavity and hence lend no support regarding the phagocytotic acquisition of the mitochondrion.
The finding that the new archaeal lineages encode additional proteins or domains previously considered unique to eukaryotes is important, but the pitfalls of extrapolation from a few metagenomic genes to a biological trait as complex as phagocytosis remain. This can be illustrated with the example of tubulins. Eukaryotic tubulins are the building blocks of microtubules, whose functions are manifold and include providing the tracks along which cellular compartments migrate (287, 288) as well as forming the spindle apparatus required for chromosome segregation during mitosis and meiosis (289, 290) . Does the presence of FtsZ, the bacterial homologue of tubulin, provide evidence for microtubule-dependent chromosome division in bacteria or the presence of prokaryotic 9ϩ2 flagella? Hardly. What is more, FtsZ is part of the Z ring that mediates prokaryotic cell division, while eukaryotes make no use of tubulins for this purpose but make use of the actin-myosin machinery instead (291) . Inferring phenotype from genotype is a problematic undertaking (292) , especially across the prokaryote-to-eukaryote divide. Metagenomic interpretations about the host (3, 4) have been guided by the expectation that an archezoan-a phagocytosing host aspiring to acquire mitochondria-is out there to be discovered.
GETTING ENDOSYMBIONTS INSIDE: ALTERNATIVES TO PHAGOCYTOSIS
From the standpoint of comparative genomics, the first eukaryotic cell was a merger of two prokaryotes, an alphaproteobacterium and an archaeon, that became the mitochondrion and its archaeal host (97, 98, 102, 105) . The concept of primitively phagocytosing archaea is problematic from the standpoint of physiology (energy metabolism and ATP synthesis) and as it concerns the nature of proteins and vesicles required for phagocytosis to operate. This forces the issue of mechanisms. If the mitochondrion was not acquired through phagocytosis, how could the mitochondrial ancestor have ended up as an endosymbiont in the cytosol of its archaeal host?
There are examples of prokaryotes that reside in other prokaryotes (Fig. 7A to D ). They are rare, but at least they have been observed in nature, in contrast to archezoa or phagocytosing archaea, for which there are no observable examples. Rarity is furthermore a desirable property of endosymbiosis, because mitochondria arose only once in 4 billion years, roughly the same rate at which life and the solar system arose. Bacterial endosymbionts in the cytosol of phagocytosing eukaryotic cells are nothing unusual; on the contrary, they are extremely common. Examples include the many known cases of proteobacterial endosymbionts of insects (293) (294) (295) , the methanogenic endosymbionts of anaerobic ciliates (296) , the purple endosymbionts of the ciliate Strombidium (297), the sulfur-metabolizing symbionts of clam gills (298), the chemosynthetic endosymbiont consortia of gutless tubeworms (299) , endosymbionts that live within the endoplasmic reticulum of diatoms (300), or the cyanobacterial endosymbionts of sponges (301) , to name just a few. The commonplace occurrence of bacterial endosymbionts in phagocytic cells stands in diametric contrast to the very rare origin of mitochondria (a singular event among the ancestors of all microbes that have left known descendants in 4 billion years of evolution). Thus, we can safely say that phagocytosis promotes the frequency with which endosymbionts can come to reside within the eukaryotic cytosol, but it has no bearing whatsoever on the rate at which mitochondria arise from endosymbionts. This is one more (strong) reason why phagocytosis is unlikely to have anything to do with mitochondrial origin.
One of the earliest-documented examples of a prokaryote harboring a prokaryotic endosymbiont was that of rod-shaped structures characteristic of bacteria observed within the cyanobacterium Pleurocapsa minor (Fig. 7A) by Wujek (302) . He also noted that the 1.5-m-by 0.2-m-long bacteria were not surrounded by an extra membrane. The identity of these intracellular bacteria remains unknown.
Another example is that of the predatory bacteria of the Bdellovibrio family (Fig. 7B) . These bacteria cross a single membrane and invade the periplasm of other Gramnegative bacteria, where they are known to proliferate (303) . Since their discovery in 1963 (304) , the infection mechanism of Bdellovibrio and relatives has been in the focus of research, as they offer a rare example of prokaryotes infecting other prokaryotes (303, 305, 306) . It has also been proposed that a Bdellovibrio-like alphaproteobacterium could have been the ancestor of the mitochondrion (307, 308) . Examples of prokaryotes residing within other prokaryotes are also found among the bacterial endosymbionts of insects. In mealybugs, a betaproteobacterial bacterium lives within a specialized organ of the insect called the bacteriome (294, 309) . The betaproteobacterium harbors its own endosymbiont, a gammaproteobacterium (Fig.  7C) . Notably, it was recently shown that the gammaproteobacterial symbiont living within the betaproteobacterium has been replaced on five different occasions during evolution (295) .
The deep-sea microbe "Parakaryon myojinensis" presents another special case (310) . The host cell has as an ϳ50-nm-thick cell wall, a single membrane-bound nucleoid that contains naked DNA, and endosymbionts with a hydrogenosome-like appearance (Fig.  7D) . It was speculated that this organism might represent an intermediate between a prokaryote-like and a eukaryote-like cell (310) . While the exact nature of the organism in the reported images (310) remains to be elucidated, it might present another example of a prokaryote residing inside another prokaryote.
There are also bacteria that invade mitochondria (311) and plastids (300) of eukaryotes, whereby neither mitochondria nor plastids are able to phagocytose, providing additional albeit derived examples of prokaryotes living within other prokaryotes. The mechanisms that mediate the process during which one prokaryote enters another remain unknown. Similarly, it is not known whether there are bacteria that live within modern archaea. At eukaryote origin, a bacterium came to reside within an archaeal host. Phagocytosing prokaryotes are intellectual constructs, while the phagocytosisindependent residence of one prokaryote within another occurs in nature (Fig. 7A to D) .
Some archaea have the ability to fuse. In this process, which occurs in both crenarchaeotes and euryarchaeotes, the walls and plasma membrane of two adjacent cells merge to surround one cytoplasm containing the genetic material of the two starting individuals. Following fusion and subsequent divisions, new combinations of genes can ensue (312) (313) (314) (315) . Archaeal fusion is strikingly similar in its basic biology to gamete fusion in eukaryotes (170) .
In syntrophic consortia, bacterial and archaeal cells are intimately connected; several examples of such close interactions are known. Syntrophic aggregates of methaneoxidizing archaea and sulfate-reducing bacteria are common in deep-sea sediments and have recently been shown to be crucial for marine carbon and nitrogen cycling ( Fig. 7E and F) (316, 317) . One such consortium of methanogens and sulfate reducers was shown to be capable of alkane oxidations, extending the metabolic capabilities of archaeal/bacterial syntrophy (Fig. 7G) (126) . Syntrophic interactions even occur in the cytosol of eukaryotic cells: in the anaerobic ciliate Plagiopyla frontata, the H 2 -producing hydrogenosomes are usually decorated with H 2 -dependent methanogenic endosymbionts (Fig. 7H) (318) . The only model of host-endosymbiont interactions at mitochondrial origin that accounts for the presence of anaerobic physiology in mitochondria and hydrogenosomes is based on such anaerobic syntrophic interactions (90) .
If modern archaea can fuse, ancient ones might have been able to as well, and there is the possibility that fusion could lead to the entrapment or inclusion of a foreign cell so as to render a syntrophic partner a surrounded endosymbiont. If we knew of factors that promote archaeal fusion, it might even be possible to induce such events in the laboratory.
Of course, microbial cells snuggling up to one another should not evoke the impression that they are only one step away from one getting inside and becoming a mitochondrion. The endosymbiosis that gave rise to eukaryotes was rare. How rare? Whitman et al. (319) estimated that roughly 10 30 prokaryotic cells exist on Earth today. If we are granted a simplifying assumption, namely, that the environment has harbored roughly the same number of cells over the last 2 billion years, and furthermore granted a pure guess that an average cell has a doubling time of about 2 months in nature (some are slower, and some are faster [27] ), we obtain a rough but round estimate of about 10 40 prokaryotic cells that have lived in the last 2 billion years. Most or all of them had a partner from the other domain nearby. This represents a very large number of opportunities to create eukaryotes, opportunities where nothing other than metabolic interactions and occasional interdomain gene transfer (127, 320) ever happened, except once during a fateful encounter at eukaryote origin. Eukaryote origin was a very rare event.
Association of Host and Symbiont: Syntrophy and Gene Transfer
The new archaeal lineages that, by the measure of metagenomic ribosomal protein concatenation, are more closely related to the host than other previously known archaea live in anaerobic marine sediments. The microbial communities in anaerobic marine sediments have been studied to some degree. They harbor widespread syntrophic interactions involving interspecies hydrogen transfer (27, (29) (30) (31) 321) . A characteristic of syntrophic hydrogen-producing bacteria is the trimeric confurcating Fe-Fe hydrogenase (31) , which contains the 24-and 51-kDa subunits of complex I (NuoE and NuoF) in addition to the catalytic subunit harboring the H cluster (160) . These additional subunits permit H 2 -producing organisms to reoxidize NADH with the help of reduced ferredoxin via electron confurcation (160), a special case of electron bifurcation (137) . The confurcating Fe-Fe hydrogenase is used because the midpoint potential of NADH (E 0 = ϭ Ϫ320 mV) is not sufficiently negative to generate H 2 (E 0 = ϭ Ϫ420 mV) from NADH under physiological conditions (160) . If one electron is donated to Fe-Fe hydrogenase from NADH and one is donated from low-potential reduced ferredoxin (E 0 = ϭ Ϫ453 mV), the overall reaction can become exergonic under physiological conditions (31, 160) , allowing organisms to reoxidize NADH using protons as the terminal acceptor. Eukaryotes that express the long form of Fe-Fe hydrogenases typically possess the NuoE (24-kDa) and NuoF (51-kDa) subunits of the trimeric confurcating hydrogenase (19-21, 120, 322) .
The findings that the trimeric confurcating Fe-Fe hydrogenase is typical of syntrophic hydrogen production in bacteria (29) and that a trimeric confurcating Fe-Fe hydrogenase of alphaproteobacterial ancestry (121) occurs in mitochondria and in the common ancestor of eukaryotes (19, 120) point to H 2 production in the ancestral mitochondrion and H 2 -based syntrophic interactions (90) , not failed phagocytosis, as the ecological basis of mitochondrial origin. Two other sets of findings from phylogeny and physiology bear on eukaryote origin and point in the same direction.
The first set of findings concerns the physiology of the host. Methanogens are the main H 2 -dependent syntrophic partners when it comes to H 2 -based syntrophic interactions. The new ribosomal protein-based trees of life have methanogens branching basally among archaea; hence, all other archaea ultimately appear to be derived phylogenetically from methanogens (107, 111, 323) , which means in turn that all nonmethanogenic archaea are physiologically derived from methanogens (26) . Indeed, the new lineages of archaea that are being uncovered in marine sediments all possess basic components of methanogenesis, such as the archaeal version of the acetyl-CoA pathway of methyl synthesis, heterodisulfide reductase, methyl coenzyme M (methylCoM) reductase, and genes involved in the synthesis of the cofactors specific for these pathways (123, 125, 324 ). This places methanogenesis (H 2 -dependent chemolithoautotrophy) at the base of the host lineage, regardless of where, specifically, it branches within the archaea, in line with the predictions of models entailing anaerobic syntrophy for mitochondrion-host interactions at eukaryote origin (19, 90) .
The second set of findings concerns the physiology of eukaryotes. Not only are eukaryotes ancestrally mitochondrion bearing, they are also ancestrally facultatively anaerobic heterotrophs (19, 90) . In light of the antiquity of methanogenesis (325) and the new methanogenic root of archaea, this means that an H 2 -dependent chemoautotroph underwent the physiological transition to facultatively anaerobic heterotrophy in the eukaryotic lineage. Is this likely, and is it even possible? The example of the haloarchaea is very instructive. Haloarchaea are facultative anaerobic heterotrophs that have always branched within methanogens in ribosomal and rRNA trees. They have a cytochrome-and menaquinone-dependent respiratory chain consisting of complexes I, II, II, and IV in their archaeal plasma membrane (127) . The haloarchaea acquired their O 2 -respiring respiratory chain, in addition to 1,000 other genes, including those underpinning menaquinone synthesis, from bacteria (127) . A single subunit of a respiratory chain is useless if acquired by itself as a result of single-gene transfer; this indicates that a single event of mass gene transfer underpinned the origin of the haloarchaeal respiratory chain.
Such large-scale gene transfer events with "quantum" physiological transformation are not unprecedented in prokaryote evolution: they happened with photosynthesis in six different prokaryotic lineages (326) , with each transfer of the photosynthetic machinery entailing the transfer of up to 100 genes or more for photosystem biogenesis, chlorophyll, and carotenoids (327) and with each event founding a new photosynthetic lineage. The acquisition of bacterial genes also corresponds to the origin of several archaeal lineages (127) . Mass gene transfer, but involving more than 1,000 genes, also occurred during the acquisition of photosynthesis by eukaryotes via plastids at the origin of the Archaeplastida lineage (108) . Thus, haloarchaea underwent the same kind of physiological transformation as syntrophic models for the origin of mitochondria predict, the main difference being that haloarchaea express their respiratory chain in their archaeal plasma membrane, while eukaryotes express it in the mitochondrial inner membrane (127) . The mitochondrial configuration of bioenergetic membranes is key to eukaryote cell complexity (93) , because it frees the eukaryotic cell from the constraints imposed by chemiosmotic coupling at the plasma membrane. Mitochondria thus freed the incipient eukaryotic cell to use its plasma membrane for other purposes such as endocytosis (199) . A mass acquisition of bacterial genes also corresponds to the origin of major archaeal clades (320) and to the origin of the mitochondrion in the eukaryotic lineage itself (100, 102).
There have been some distinct discontinuities in prokaryotic evolution, and many of them have to do with bacterial-to-archaeal gene transfers. Why from bacteria to archaea? If archaea started out as methanogens (107, 325, 328) , they ancestrally lacked cytochromes and quinone-based respiratory chains. Cytochrome-and quinonedependent respiratory chains are very prevalent among bacteria and were apparently invented by bacteria. Like photosynthesis (326), they are very useful if transferred but not generally easy to donate in a fully functional form because of the number of genes for subunits and cofactor biosynthesis involved. Physiology like that of mitochondria would not have easily been transferred to eukaryotes one gene at a time, because one subunit of complex I, for example, is useless and will be lost (127) . For such a dramatic change in physiology as the common ancestor of eukaryotes underwent, gene transfer in large chunks harbors far greater utility and probability of successful physiological transformation than single-gene transfers. The greatest discontinuity in prokaryotic evolution was clearly the one that gave rise to eukaryotes; the main evolutionary mechanisms involved were endosymbiosis and gene transfer during endosymbiosis, it would seem.
CONCLUSION
For as long as the endosymbiont hypothesis has been around, so has the notion that the host that acquired the mitochondrion was a phagocytosing cell. Here we have explored the bioenergetic implications of that assumption. We found that an archaeon would have no benefit from phagotrophy; on the contrary, its bioenergetic situation would deteriorate for the consumption of its bioenergetic membrane. Phagotrophy is a highly complex process that requires the coordinated interactions of hundreds of different proteins and dozens of protein families. Moreover, it requires outward and inward membrane flux within a preexisting endomembrane system that can direct food particles to digestion and recycle proteins and membrane back to the plasma mem-brane. A fully functional endomembrane system was thus a prerequisite for the origin of phagocytosis, even primitive forms thereof. Because the evolution of cellular complexity comes at an energetic price, mitochondria were involved in the origins of the many eukaryote-specific protein families that underpin both vesicle flux and phagocytosis. Furthermore, newer findings implicate bacterial outer membrane vesicles and mitochondrion-derived vesicles in the origin of the eukaryotic endomembrane itself. For a cell that had already evolved endomembrane flux for the transport of food particles to the digestive vacuole and that already possessed internalized bioenergetic membranes in mitochondria for the breakdown of an ingested substrate (with or without oxygen as the terminal acceptor), phagocytosis could be useful, but not superior to extracellular digestion and endosomal feeding, as the example of two very successful eukaryotic lineages, fungi and animals, underscores.
